Outdoor Week: Outdoor Adventures
June 15th-19th

**Monday, June 15**
- Morning activity 9am – Noon
  - Hiking Mount Sentinel Trails
    - The Griz (4th-6th grade) – The M Trail, Smoke Jumper Trail and Mo Z Trail and back to campus OR South Summit Trail
    - The Bears (2nd-3rd grade) – The M Trail, Kim Williams Trail
    - The Cubs (K-1st grade) – The M Trail
  
- Lunch 12-1

- Afternoon activity 1pm-3pm: We split up in groups, while one group is taking their swim lessons, the other group will be birdwatching

**Tuesday, June 16**
- Morning activity 9am – Noon
  - 3 Stations – move through as age groups
    - Station 1: Nature Scavenger Hunt
    - Station 2: Outdoor Games
    - Station 3: Animal Tracks

- Lunch 12 - 1

- Afternoon activity 1pm-3pm: Watershed Education- learn about our watershed and it’s inhabitants!

**Wednesday, June 17**
- Morning activity 9am – Noon
  - Compass Skills & Navigation
  - Cubs, Bears, and Griz will participate in their own navigation activities
  
- Lunch 12 - 1

- Afternoon activity 1pm-3pm: We split up in groups, while one group is taking their swim lessons, the other group will do Nature Bingo.

**Thursday, June 18**
- Morning activity 9am - Noon
  - 3 Stations, move through stations as age groups
    - Station 1: Rock Climbing on the Campus Rec. rock wall
    - Station 2: Outdoor Yoga
    - Station 3: Outdoor Games
● Lunch – on the bus 11:30-12:30pm

● Afternoon activity 1pm-3pm: Smoke Jumper Center – 2 hour interactive workshop—Beach Transportation will take the campers out to the Smoke Jumper Center.

**Friday, June 19**

● Morning activity 9am - Noon
  ○ 3 Stations, move through as age groups
    ■ Station 1: Bike Safety, followed by Bike Rodeo
    ■ Station 2: Bike 101, bike parts and changing a flat
    ■ Station 3: Bike trip down the Kim Williams Trail, alternative activities provided for campers without bikes

● Lunch 12-1

● Afternoon activity 1pm-3pm: We split up in groups, while one group is taking their swim lessons, the other group will be doing an outdoor project to take home.

*Please note that these plans are subject to change due to inclement weather, camper enrollment numbers, or changes in guest group schedules. In the event that there are changes, alternate activities will be planned to replace scheduled activities.*